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Background: The aim of this study was to compare the agreement between spectral domain
optical coherence tomography (SD OCT) and time domain stratus OCT (TD OCT) in evaluating
macular morphology alterations in wet age-related macular degeneration (AMD).
Methods: This retrospective study was performed on 77 eyes of 77 patients with primary or
recurring subfoveal choroidal neovascularization secondary to AMD. All patients underwent
OCT examination using Zeiss Stratus OCT 3 (Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc, Dublin, CA) and Opko
OTI Spectral SLO/OCT (Ophthalmic Technologies Inc, Toronto, Canada). In all radial line
scans, the presence of intraretinal edema (IRE), serous pigment epithelium detachment (sPED),
neurosensory serous retinal detachment (NSRD), epiretinal membrane (EM), inner limiting
membrane thickening (ILMT), and hard exudates (HE) were evaluated. The degree of matching
was quantified by Kappa measure of agreement.
Results: The percentage distribution of TD OCT findings versus SD OCT findings was:
IRE 36.3% versus 77.9%, sPED 57.1% versus 85.7%, NSRD 38.9% versus 53.2%, EM 10.5%
versus 26.3%, ILMT 3.8% versus 32.4%, and HE 6.4% versus 54.5%. The agreement was as
follows: sPED: kappa value 0.15; NSRD: kappa value 0.61; IRE: kappa value 0.18; EM: kappa
value 0.41; ILMT: kappa value 0.02; HE: kappa value 0.06.
Conclusion: The agreement in the evaluation of macular lesions between the two techniques
is poor and depends on the lesion considered. SD OCT allows better detection of the alterations
typically related to choroidal neovascularization such as IRE, PED, ILM thickening, and HE.
Consequently its use should be strongly considered in patients with wet AMD.
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Although fluorescein angiography remains fundamental in determining the presence
of choroidal neovascularization (CNV), many recent studies include optical coherence tomography (OCT) to investigate the severity of exudative macular pathologies,
to evaluate the possibility of retreatment, and to monitor the response to anti VEGF
therapy during follow up.1–3
In recent years the development of high-speed detection techniques (such as spectral
domain [SD] OCT) has led to a significant improvement in OCT imaging performance,
providing more detailed information on intraretinal morphology with respect to the
first generation time domain (TD) OCT.4–9
The aim of this study was to assess the agreement between SD OCT and
TD OCT in evaluating the CNV-related alterations in wet age-related macular
degeneration (AMD).
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Materials and methods
This retrospective observational study was performed
on 77 eyes of 77 patients (34 men, 43 women, mean age
74.3 ± 9.7 years) affected by wet AMD attending our
department between June and December 2009. The research
adhered to the tenets of the declaration of Helsinki. All
patients signed a written consent to permit the use of the
images for this study. In order to qualify for the study, the
patients were required to have primary or recurring subfoveal CNV secondary to AMD. Exclusion criteria were other
types of CNV and the coexistence of any other macular
diseases.
All patients underwent OCT examination using two
OCT devices: TD OCT (Stratus OCT 4.0.1, Carl Zeiss
Meditec Inc, Dublin, CA) and SD OCT (OCT/SLO Opko/
OTI, Ophthalmic Technologies Inc, Toronto, Canada). TD
OCT uses a near-infrared frequency light of 820 nm, with
an axial resolution of 10 µm and speed of 400 A-scans/sec.
The light source of the SD OCT/SLO OTI is a modified
super luminescent diode at a wavelength of 840 nm. The
axial resolution is 5 µm and the transverse is 16 µm. The
speed is set at 28000 A-scan/sec; every B-scan is composed
of 512 A-scans. The OCT is coupled to a scanning laser
ophthalmoscope (SLO). A single experienced examiner
performed the OCT examinations with a standard protocol
for the two tools on the same day. Using the TD OCT and the
SD OCT every eye in this study underwent the radial lines
acquisition protocol after centering the scans on the fovea.
If doubt about the presence or the nature of a lesion aroused,
a single radial scan was used by the examiner to move the
scan and investigate the lesion itself. The images were then
recorded on the OCT computer and subsequently observed
and analyzed using display intrinsic to TD OCT and SD
OCT by two independent experienced examiners unaware
of the purpose of the research who evaluated the presence
of intraretinal edema (IRE), serous pigment epithelium
detachment (PED), neurosensory serous retinal detachment
(NSRD), epiretinal membrane (EM), inner limiting membrane thickening (ILMT), and hard exudate deposition (HE).
Possible disagreement was resolved after discussion, so that
investigators agreed on all the images.
IRE was defined as a diffuse or localized hyporeflective
area inside the neuroretina. PED was characterized as a
dome-shaped lesion of the retinal pigment epithelium layer.
NSRD showed up as a hyporeflective area between the retinal
pigment epithelium and all the superior retina layers, and EM
was consistent with a high reflective line on the inner layer
of the retina. ILMT was viewed as a high reflective band
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between the vitreous and the retinal layers. HE was revealed
as high reflective round or oval intraretinal lesions.
The extent of the match between the two evaluations
was quantif ied by the Kappa measure of agreement.
The Chi-square was used to evaluate links between the
parameters.

Results
The percentage of distribution is listed in Table 1. In
p articular, IRE was detected by TD OCT in 28 eyes
(36.3%) and by SD OCT in 60 eyes (77.9%). PED was
discovered by TD OCT in 44 eyes (57.1%) and by SD
OCT in 66 eyes (85.7%). NSRD was shown by TD OCT
in 30 eyes (38.9%) and by SD OCT in 41 eyes (53.2%).
EM was evidenced by TD OCT in 8 eyes (10.5%) and by
SD OCT in 20 eyes (26.3%). ILMT was visualized by TD
OCT in 3 eyes (3.8%) and by SD OCT in 25 eyes (32.4%).
HE was identified by TD OCT in 5 eyes (6.4%) and by SD
OCT in 42 eyes (54.5%).
The agreement rate for each OCT feature is reported
in Table 2. More specifically, the presence of PED: kappa
value 0.15; presence of NSRD: kappa value 0.61; presence
of IRE: kappa value 0.18; presence of EM: kappa value 0.41;
presence of ILMT: kappa value 0.02; presence of HE:
kappa value 0.06.

Discussion
OCT has become increasingly useful in the diagnosis and
the treatment of AMD. The recent advent of SD OCT has
increased the hope to obtain a more reliable tool in an attempt
to define the changes in CNV activity5,10–14 and, consequently,
the possible retreatment.3 Also, OCT can provide quantitative
and qualitative information regarding CNV-related features,
and the introduction of SD technology has led to a remarkable
improvement in lesion imaging due to improved definition
of the scanned images.5,10–14
Table 1 Percentage distribution of the lesions
IRE
sPED
NSRD
EM
ILMT
HE

TD OCT

SD OCT

36.3%
57.1%
38.9%
10.5%
3.8%
6.4%

77.9%
85.7%
53.2%
26.3%
32.4%
54.5%

Abbreviations: TD OCT, time domain optical coherence tomography;
SD OCT, spectral domain optical coherence tomography; IRE, intraretinal edema;
sPED, serous pigment epithelium detachment; NSRD, neurosensory serous retinal
detachment; EM, epiretinal membrane; ILMT, inner limiting membrane thickening;
HE, hard exudates.
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Table 2 Kappa measure of agreement between TD OCT and
SD OCT

A

Kappa value
IRE
sPED
NSRD
EM
ILMT
HE

0.18
0.15
0.61
0.41
0.02
0.06

Abbreviations: TD OCT, time domain optical coherence tomography; SD OCT,
spectral domain optical coherence tomography; IRE, intraretinal edema; sPED, serous
pigment epithelium detachment; NSRD, neurosensory serous retinal detachment;
EM, epiretinal membrane; ILMT, inner limiting membrane thickening; HE, hard exudates.

The two generations of OCT, TD and SD, have been
largely investigated in order to evaluate repeatability and
reproducibility of the examinations in many macular diseases,
but the varying patterns of exudation secondary to AMD
make OCT examination difficult to compare when performed
with the same or more instruments. In fact some authors
compared TD and SD macular thickness measurements
findings obtained in different sessions and questioned the
repeatability of the results.15–18 It has also been demonstrated
by Giani et al that retinal thickness measurements obtained
by various OCT devices such as Stratus and Cirrus (Carl
Zeiss Meditech Inc), Spectralis (Heidelberg Engineering
Inc, Heidelberg, Germany) and 3D-OCT-1000 (Topcon
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) are different due to the analysis
algorithms used to set retinal inner and outer boundaries.18
Nevertheless, Eriksson et al recently suggested the use of
software for manual correction of foveal position when
using Cirrus SD OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditech Inc) to reduce
the variability of the measurements.19
As a consequence, we decided not to compare the
macular thickness findings but to evaluate the presence/
absence of AMD-related typical lesions when investigated
by different generations of OCT. So far, to our knowledge,
only Sayanagi et al compared the ability to delineate patterns
of CNV activity using Stratus OCT and four different SD
OCT devices, concluding that all SD OCT were statistically
superior to delineate IRE presence.20 Therefore, it is not
surprising that our study found that IRE was undetected by
TD OCT in 32 patients (41%). This is of great relevance as
IRE is considered the key factor in treatment and retreatment
decisions,3 and most of the authors assess the lesions
persistent activity if intraretinal fluid is present.
No other studies investigated the relative sensitivity of
TD and SD OCT in identifying the single lesions typically
related to CNV presence, and overall our results reveal a
poor agreement. Indeed, some concordance between the
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Figure 1 (A) Macular horizontal line scan by time domain (TD) OCT. (B) Macular
horizontal line scan by spectral domain (SD) OCT. The comparison between the two
OCT tools points out that hard exudates (white arrow) are visualized only by the
SD device, where also intraretinal fluid cysts appear more evident and numerous.
Abbreviation: OCT, optical coherence tomography.

two instruments can be found only in the identification
of NSRD (kappa value 0.61) and EM (kappa value 0.41),
but concordance was poor in the evaluation of IRE, PED,
ILMT, and HE, where kappa value was always less than
0.2. These results may hint that the smaller lesions are more
clearly identified by SD OCT (Figure 1). In fact SD OCT, due
to its improved resolution and scan acquisition, enables the
smaller structures in all the retinal layers to be visualized, in
particular the internal and external limiting membrane, the
inner segment/outer segment of the photoreceptors, and in
some cases the Bruch’s membrane.11–13
A good match between the two tools has been registered only
with respect to NSRD, probably because the fluid between the
retinal pigment epithelium and the neuroretina is clearly serous
and hyporeflective, and consequently can be easily detectable
by both techniques. The moderate and slight agreement in
detecting EM and ILM thickening, respectively, suggests that
SD OCT more reliably detects these alterations, because of
more sensitivity in visualizing the vitreomacular interface
alterations, as already highlighted by some authors.21–23
This aspect could lead to better interpret the specific
role of vitreomacular adhesions in the development of
CNV, which has been postulated to have an active role
by some authors24 but, more recently not by others.25 Our
findings, that evidenced 26% to 32% of eyes presenting
with EM or ILM, respectively, at SD OCT, overall
resemble the data reported by Mojana et al that included
a series of 170 eyes of which 27.8% had vitreomacular
adhesion.26 In that study some patients underwent macular
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peeling and they concluded that tractional forces may
antagonize the effect of anti-VEGF treatment, and cause
pharmacological resistance in a subpopulation of patients.
Consequently we think the possibility of detecting initial
thickening of vitreoretinal interface could also have some
prognostic relevance.
A surprising assumption of our study is that hard exudates were visible in 54.5% of eyes when investigated by SD
OCT versus only 6.4% by TD OCT. This great difference
is evidently due to the greater sensitivity of SD technology,
but could also lead to misdiagnosis as hyperreflective points
could correspond to retinal vessels or punctate hemorrhages
not visible by TD OCT. Tomographic characteristics must
assist the clinician in proper diagnosis; this could prove
difficult in some circumstances such as the interpretation
of small pseudocysts that can masquerade as outer retina
tubulation caused by photoreceptors arrangement during
late stages of exudative AMD.27 It appears evident that better
diagnostic capabilities allowed by SD OCT require better
operator abilities, as the detection of fine morphological
aspects expand the spectrum of the corresponding retinal
details identification.

Conclusion
In conclusion, our findings suggest that SD OCT can better
disclose a large number of retinal lesions of various types,
indicating a clear advantage in the detection of tiny abnormalities of the retinal morphology.
The agreement in the evaluation of macular lesions
between the two techniques is poor and depends on the lesion
considered. SD OCT allows better detection of the alterations
typically related to CNV such as IRE, PED, ILM thickening,
and HE. Consequently its use should be strongly considered
in patients with wet AMD.
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